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New Zealand
Covid slashes Kiwi small business growth by 40 per cent
•
•
•

Kiwi small business growth below Asia-pacific average in 2020.
E-commerce complacency a key factor in under-performance.
Government urged to increase focus on small business sector.

The first comprehensive survey of New Zealand small businesses under Covid revealed significant
impacts on growth and performance, which is expected to continue in 2021.
CPA Australia’s Asia-Pacific Small Business Survey, New Zealand’s longest running longitudinal study
of small business performance, shows nearly two-thirds were negatively impacted by the pandemic.
Only 29 per cent of Kiwi small businesses reported growth in 2020, compared with 49 per cent in
2019. This represents a 40 per cent reduction. The average growth rate for the Asia-Pacific region
was 46.2 per cent (compared with 65 per cent in 2019).
Of the 11 Asia-Pacific markets we surveyed, New Zealand small businesses performed third worst for
growth in 2020. Only Australian and Hong Kong businesses performed worse on this measure.
Rick Jones, CPA Australia New Zealand Country Head, said the results starkly illustrate the economic
significance of Covid on small business performance: “The impacts of the pandemic on small
businesses were significantly greater than those following the Great Recession of 2008-2009.”
Jones highlights e-commerce complacency as a key contributing factor. In 2020, New Zealand ranked
last out of 11 markets for earning revenue in online sales. This was compounded by limited uptake
of social media, numbers of SME export businesses and investment in innovation and technology.
“Small businesses which were more integrated in the digital economy fared better than those with
little online capability and correspondingly few online sales,” Jones said.
“This shows how vulnerable New Zealand businesses are to economic shocks like COVID-19 because
of their lack of participation in the digital economy.”
Jones noted that during the 11 years the CPA Australia small business survey has run, New Zealand
has consistently lagged its Asia Pacific neighbours for investment in innovation and participation in
the digital economy.
“In 2020, the chickens came home to roost,” said Jones. “It is deeply troubling that a quarter of all
businesses made no major changes to their business as a result of the pandemic, the third worst
result across the surveyed Asia-Pacific markets, and only 9.3 per cent reported an increase in focus
on online sales.
“If any event were to shake Kiwi businesses out of their e-commerce complacency, then surely it
should have been Covid.”
This year’s small business performance is also likely to be subdued at best. Only 44 per cent of New
Zealand small businesses expect to grow during 2021, a 27 per cent reduction on last year. The

average growth expectation for the survey is 60.8 per cent. The December quarter saw a one per
cent drop in GDP, according to Statistics NZ, which indicates a softening in business activity.
Jones says the survey results demand a strong policy response and increased government focus on
the small business sector, including measures to promote participation in the digital economy
beyond the present voucher system.
“We now know more about the long-term physiological impacts of Covid on human health. Small
businesses are the backbone of the New Zealand economy. The CPA Australia small business survey
shows the pandemic will have lingering impacts on the economic health of our small businesses
too,” he said.
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